Photographs by Marie-José Jongerius l iminal | j lim e nl| adjective technical. 1 of or relating to a transitional or initial stage of a process. 2 occupying a position at, or on both sides of, a boundary or threshold. DERIVATIVES: liminality | j lim e j nal e te| noun. ORIGIN late 19th cent.: from Latin limen, limin-'threshold' þ -al. To understand why the Dutch photographer Marie-José Jongerius wanted to photograph in the American Far West-in particular that part of it that runs from Los Angeles inland to Las Vegas, south to Tijuana, and north up through the Central Valley of California-it helps to know something about boundaries and contrast. To know why it's important to behold her work, it's critical to know about how that dividing line of sight is not a two-dimensional geometrical figure, but a four-dimensional zone we label the liminal.
three hundred years later were still using the same format, whether it was Thomas Cole along the Hudson River, Frederic Church in the Andes, or Albert Bierstadt in the Rocky Mountains. Anthropologists call this a conceal-and-reveal, or a refuge-and-prospect landscape. It's our ancestral home, as well as the design of a contemporary living room, the drapes forming a natural screen from around which we peer onto the street.
The human gaze, whether in the landscape or looking at a picture of a landscape, follows rules shaped by our physical relation to the world, and when an artist takes us out to the edge of where our human neurophysiology is comfortable-out from behind the trees or curtains and into places where boundaries become ambiguous-both our unease and levels of alertness are heightened. When we enter the in-between place, where a line assumes three spatial and dimensions and time as a boundary zone-the liminalwe're aware that we, too, could become prey, if not to actual threat, then to unnamed fears.
The edge of the shade cast by a tree is seldom a sharp edge, but instead a blurred line caused by the fractal arrangement of leaves overhead, the dappling of sunlight through a permeable crown of foliage, and limbs moving in the breeze. Daylight does not terminate in sudden darkness, even in the tropics where the sun seems to drop like a stone into the ocean; there is always a series of twilights-a civil twilight, a nautical twilight, an astronomical twilight. During the civil stage, the first planets and brightest stars appear. The second stage sees the horizon disappear from view to the navigator.
The third is that time of the faintest reflected light high in the atmosphere when we think it's dark, but it isn't quite yet.
These are temporal zones of ambiguity that give us pause, and, along with the spatial ones, they have their parallels in everything from literature to architecture. Science fiction horror stories are rife with twilights when the world turns strange. Houses have anterooms, and cities have bridges and sidewalks, places where passage is made but people seldom live. Those people who inhabit such domains are referred to as the homeless. Purgatory is another shaded place of indeterminacy, a rite of passage. This is what is meant by the liminal, where the zone between states means to be both inside and outside, up and down, left and rightand yet none of those things. That is where Marie-José Jongerius searches for her images. The name of her project, Edge of the Experiment, was chosen for a reason.
When Joseph Campbell wrote The Hero with a Thousand Faces, he was working from the work done by the French To work as a writer with photographers in the field, when they are concentrating so hard they cannot talk, is to become entranced with the landscape, to participate in a shared trance.
ethnographer Arnold van Gennep, who in his book The Rites of Passage (1909) described the process of liminaire, the deliberate dislocation of your normal senses into a liminal state of confusion and openness through which pretechnological peoples would pass during initiation rituals in order to gain adulthood or sacred knowledge. The anthropologist Victor Turner (1920 -1983 , who expanded Gennep's research, studied rituals and rites among the Ndembu tribe of Zambia.
He noted how the experience of an ambiguous zone can lead to paradigm shifts for contemporary individuals as well as tribespeople and postulated that the theater was a liminal space too, suspension of reality during the performance enabling the audience to undergo a transformation.
Making art is a kind of ritual and never more so than for the photographer setting up a tripod and her 4Â5 largeformat Crown Graphic field camera, framing the view on the ground glass and bringing it into focus, selecting the moment to trip the shutter. Repeated over and over again, especially for those photographers who also do commercial work, such as Jongerius, it becomes an automatic yet hyperalert, almost Zen-like discipline. To work as a writer with photographers in the field, when they are concentrating so hard they cannot talk, is to become yourself entranced with the landscape, to participate in a shared trance. To couple that mental discipline with a zone of visual ambiguity, a liminal space, is to risk taking your cognition where it hasn't been before. This is the terrain where Jongerius is happiest.
Perhaps to live and train in The Netherlands, as Jongerius has, is to be liminal by your very nature, as the name of the country hints. Twenty percent of its territory below sea level, and 50 percent less than a meter above the median sea; this is a geography of transition at the northern edge of Europe. Furthermore, much of the flat country is estuarial, formed by the outflows of three rivers. The history of its landscape art has as much to do with sketches of coastal profiles made by early navigators seeking landmarks along its undefined margins as by painters on land, seeking landmarks tall enough to distinguish towns from farmland.
Rembrandt's early sketches of towns on the horizon seem as much attempts at cartography as art. To work in The Netherlands, where land was stolen temporarily from the sea, is splendid preparation for excursions into the liminal. She found such analogs in the shade and shadows, the space between the back of a warehouse and the woven wire fence behind it. If she photographed a walled conglomeration of massed solar panels, it wasn't the structure that caught your attention as much as the bare ground between the compound and the front edge of the picture, where you would assume her feet were and, by extension, yours.
Jongerius doesn't just picture the liminal, she puts herself into it and frames her pictures so that the viewer is dragged there, too. This does not always make for comfortable picture viewing. Often there is a figure in the center foreground of the composition-a lone tree, a spillway, the sand trap of a golf course, which is itself in the middle of the desert, either a natural or paved one. These solitary objects and unique circumstances naturally draw the eye, but are so often incongruous that we don't quite know what to do with them. Our eye slides off to one side, seeking a way to contextualize them with their surroundings, an often futile attempt. Color has a great deal to do with how Jongerius hands us over into the liminal. Black-and-white photographs appear to us as documents of that which has happened, is finished, is immutable because it is in the past. We see in color, of course, and color photographs are processed by the brain more as snapshots of the continuous present, as evidence of that which is becoming. Stephen Shore, working with color In the eyes of Jongerius, the liminal as a zone of photography is also a zone of decision making-of choosing to remake the American West as a fantasy rather than take it for what it is, a place where most of us perhaps shouldn't live. Her photographs are not a simple dialectic of culture versus nature, but rather the interface where we can see something that is neither. She tells the story of going out to El Mirage Dry Lake, one of those stunning and pure playas northeast of Los Angeles, and finding three commercials being filmed at once, the sublime landscape serving as a backdrop for commerce. The space is thus experienced as a construct in between what is real and not. She finds evidence in the long lines of palm trees brought in to signify that Southern California is a location of tropical leisure, and to demonstrate the amount of wealth available to transplant exotics at will. She is alert to the irony that the majority of those trees in cities such as Los Angeles were planted as a backdrop for the 1932 Olympics-and that the end of the average lifespan of the palms, between seventy and a hundred years, is at hand. She finds more subtle clues of our decisions in backyards, where a lone saguaro cactus pokes up behind a chain link fence amidst masses of evergreens and columnar cypress trees, the later themselves transplants from the Mediterranean. The allure of the fantasy is so compelling that botanical looters prowl the national parks of Arizona for baby saguaros to dig up and sell to landscapers, compelling rangers to embed the cacti with microchips. The reality becomes so mediated that it is, as Frank implies, surreal.
Marie-José Jongerius is one of many European artists who have photographed across the American West to good effect, the visual language of other Continentals such as Wim Wenders and Olivo Barbieri also finding ways to describe the region in ways we Westerners don't quite expect. It's always been the case with artists, traveling to foreign lands to capture the exotic, but often returning with something they didn't quite expect. Instead of an American West of a rock-solid nature beyond the control of humans, something she could rely upon as an objective correlative to the altered landscapes elsewhere in the world, Jongerius came away unsettled, displaced by a land of fiction surrounded by flickering edges of uncertainty. It's a double twist that this body of work is so informed by the importation of exotic species, and of European-derived notions about the control of nature, and that it takes a European looking at the American landscape-a photographer who is herself an exotic viewer-to foreground it for us. She accomplishes this not so much through any one photograph, but through a precisely calibrated assemblage of views that cannot be denied because they trace the edges of our dilemma-that gray zone of decision-making-over such long distances, and under so many circumstances. We should look at her images long and hard, and consider whether or not we really want to live in limbo. B
Note
This essay is adapted from Marie-José Jongerius, Edges of the Experiment (Fw: Books, 2015).
